
From the President’s Desk: CAP Learning: building on
feedback
April 2019—As Dr. Seuss famously wrote, “It is fun to have fun, but you have to know how.” CAP Council on
Education chair Jennifer Hunt, MD, MEd, agrees. Learning styles evolve as we mature, she says; grownups are not
just tall children. We know what we want to do and are drawn to knowledge we can use.

Most pathologists are born educators; we can’t help ourselves. We like to think about how we learn. I think that’s
why the CAP Learning team does such an outstanding job—they know what to ask, how to listen, and when to act.
Participant evaluations are scrutinized and what we learn from them is applied quickly.

CAP education is unique because it is so tightly targeted to pathologists, but that’s not the whole story. CAP
Learning set out in 2016 to update our education design strategy, which considers tools and educational methods
we use, parameters we set, and goals we agree to pursue. Concurrently, they launched a needs ana-lysis via one-
on-one member interviews that  shaped agendas for  focus groups whose feedback uncovered problems and
opportunities.

R. Bruce Williams, MD

The new tools and methods to achieve the strategy are now emerging in live and online workshops and courses.
These robust and dynamic options are spontaneous, challenging, and, importantly, respectful of the learner’s time.
Modular formats, sometimes called bite-size learning, allow participants to complete coursework in one or several
sessions as convenient. For example, “Creating a Culture of Patient Safety” covers epidemiology, systems-based
thinking,  human factors  and cultural  aspects,  communication,  error,  and  quality  improvement  across  seven
individual modules. “Managing Your Revenue Cycle for Success” takes the learner to where the rubber hits the
road in practice management. Nine lessons cover everything from how pathology practices monitor their revenue
streams to which management choices will  most affect the bottom line. What calculations need to be made and
how often? Which functions can be outsourced? Where do you start? “Negotiation Strategies for Pathologists” is
another example. Participants learn the skills they need to gather and organize the right information for successful
negotiation, including how to separate the person from the problem and find common ground.

Our education is becoming more flexible, allowing learners to find the content they need easily, when and where
they need it. You’ll  be accessing more courses from your mobile devices and participating in more audience
response  from your  phones.  There  will  be  more  interactive  videos,  where  pathologist  actors  present  case
examples, learners are asked to comment, and their answers determine whether the next frame is a deep dive into
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new territory or a detour around already familiar material.

“Feedback and You: Give it. Seek it. Use it.” is framed on a popular annual meeting program that CAP Curriculum
Committee chair Sarah Bean, MD, and her colleague Sara Jiang, MD, both of Duke University School of Medicine,
Department of Pathology, have presented for years. This self-assessment module activity includes six podcast
episodes that are no longer than 16 minutes each. My personal favorite episode, on the basis of the title alone, is
called “Ask-Tell-Ask: Beyond the Feedback Sandwich.”

Online learning is a fine option, but most of us enjoy “live” learning as well.  CAP19 (Sept.  21–25, at the Gaylord
Palms  Resort  and  Convention  Center  in  Orlando,  Fla.)  will  be  my  first  choice  for  that  this  fall.  The  meeting  is
engaging on so many levels, and it’s over in a blink. This year, pathologists will choose from more than 80 CME
courses, more than half of which are new. Seven pathology and clinical societies will cosponsor courses. Several
hot topics will be added closer to the meeting date. And in order to accommodate more of those who cannot join
us during the week, a full cadre of courses are planned for the weekend. Counting your self-assessment module
credits? CAP19 will provide ample opportunity to complete SAMs with courses.

The annual meeting is an ideal place to grow your competence in public policy, too. We may come for the cutting-
edge pathology education,  but most of  us can spare an hour for  the CAP advocacy town hall  late Monday
afternoon—and those who do are always glad they did. A panel on the future of the pathology workforce, talks on
the Pathologists Quality Registry, and an update on value-based payment are also on the agenda. Speaking of
medical  citizenship,  I  hope many members will  spend time in the House of Delegates meeting on Saturday
morning, where we’ll be talking about the best ways to support our state pathology societies. The CAP Residents
Forum also meets on Saturday; I wouldn’t miss it for the world.

As always, the learning options will be outstanding; I’ll mention just a few. The Sunday morning scientific plenary
will  focus  on  microbiome  therapy—its  applications,  risks,  benefits,  and  potential  impact  in  the  laboratory.  On
Tuesday afternoon, Carl T. Wittwer, MD, PhD, will give a not-to-be missed special lecture, sharing insights from a
lifetime at the cutting edge of molecular diagnostics and his pioneering work in PCR. And on Wednesday, three full-
day  tracks  will  offer  immersive  learning  in  genitourinary  pathology  and  deep  dives  into  proficiency  testing  and
laboratory  inspector  training.  I’m  looking  forward  to  hearing  from  participants  as  they  conduct  their  first
inspections  and  discover  how  rewarding  it  is.

The CAP19 Abstract Program received the second highest number of submissions ever for the CAP annual meeting.
Abstracts and case studies selected by members of the Archives of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine editorial
board will be available for viewing during four poster sessions Sunday through Tuesday. I hope everyone will stop
in during at least one of the one-hour poster focus sessions to meet the authors and talk about their research.
Focus sessions take place during the first hour of each poster session.

The exhibit hall hosts cutting-edge equipment demonstrated by people trained in its use. Remarkable learning and
tremendous friendships have been known to come out of standing in line for coffee or while jostling to see over the
heads of two dozen pathologists in the exhibit hall.  Check out the exhibit hall  Sunday through Tuesday and
consider attending the reception at 7:15 Sunday night.
So, yes, it is fun to have fun, but you have to know how. Which brings another appealing opportunity to mind.

Registration opens this summer for the CAP’s 2020 Pathology in the Park program, to be held June 22–25 at the
Tenaya Lodge, two miles outside of Yosemite National Park. This four-day CME conference will feature breast
pathology, gastrointestinal pathology, and hematopathology presentations by internationally known faculty who
have insight into challenges encountered in everyday pathology practice. The format will be half-day sessions
offering CME credits with afternoons free to explore Yosemite with your family and fellow participants. More details
are coming soon, so stay tuned.

Yosemite is an amazing place. So is Orlando. We have a lot to look forward to.

Dr. Williams welcomes communication from CAP members. Write to him at president@cap.org.
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